SHAPE reactivity values from probing of the HIV-1 5' untranslated region RNA. relates to figure 3 Table S2 Calculation of weighted efficiencies from signal:noise ratio relates to Table 1   Table S3 Table of the difference between the modelled and measured distances for each fluorophore pair from starting models 0-9 relates to Tables 3 and 4 Figure S1 . Ribonuclease digestion and reverse transcriptase pausing assays to assess RNA 2D structure and PNA effect.
Supplemental Experimental Procedures
(A),(C) Biochemical probing (for method see (Harrison et al., 1998a) ) using RNase A and T1 showing unpaired regions mapped onto the consensus 2D structure (B)(see also Figure 3 ). Representative gels shown. Actual data analysed at different exposures to align sequencing ladder accurately with probed lanes. Pause sites of sequence 104-413 were not influenced by the 345-413 segment. Background pausing retains uniformity and is consistent with pausing in other gels from this work which confirm lack of alteration of other pause sites which have been shown to represent structural and sequence motifs within the RNA (for details see (Harrison et al., 1998a) .
(D) The Energy column shows the overall energy change after the unfolding of the PNA and RNA is added to the hybridization energy of the PNA to the RNA (Smith et al., 2010) . The scoring is based on hybridization free energy and accessibility of the interaction sites in both molecules. Ensemble free energy calculation is realized via the Vienna RNA library (Hofacker et al., 1994) .The position of each PNA on the RNA is also shown and can be correlated to the PNA positions on figure 3 . (E) PNA binding detected as an additional pause site at the 3' end of the binding site on the RNA. Background pausing retains uniformity when PNA is added which confirms lack of alteration at structural and sequence motifs within the RNA (for details see (Harrison et al., 1998a) ).The RNA 2D structure can be seen in figure 3. (A) 3D representation of the 2D consensus model for the HIV-1 5' untranslated region produced using RNA2D3D (Martinez et al., 2008) and displayed in Pymol. The regions are coloured as in Figure 3 and the fluorophore locations are displayed as spheres on the C1' atoms of the most proximal nucleotide to the fluorophore. The actual experimental PNAs locations are shown in figure 3.
(B) Rotational freedom of the fluorophores was measured by anisotropy experiments, which uncovered the fact that neither the donor or acceptor fluorophores rotate freely probably due to both the linker and having some attraction to the RNA (this is the simplest explanation but not only possible explanation for the increased anisotropy). The orientation factor for the most extreme case (the donor) was corrected. We calculated the orientation of both fluorophore dipoles and hence the dipole orientation factor so as to determine the correct Förster distance to convert the measured FRET efficiencies in donor-acceptor separation. If we assume that the angle of acceptor dipole is 0 o because this dye is stuck on the RNA strand then the angle of the donor is 24 o . The ∆ factor was calculated to be 1.31 (Supplemental experimental procedure). The Förster distance was therefore corrected by multiplying by the ∆ factor which resulted in a change to 6.68nm from the conventional 5.1nm. Distances including anisotropy correction can be seen in Figure S4 . Searching global and local structure space during simulated annealing.
(A) The large green circle represents the total possible structure space for the RNA given the 2D constraints. The stars represent the starting models and their surrounding ovoids represent the searchable structure space available from the starting point due to inherent steric /hindrance. Therefore the more starting points the higher the probability that all possible space is searched. If we assume that the optimum structure is close to the best we have found (model 1) then searching the model 1 structure space more thoroughly is likely to yield a model closer to the ideal. (B) The purple circle represents the searchable structure space from random starting model (r1). The solid yellow arrow indicates the random starting trajectory of the simulated annealing of our current model and the red arrow traces the energy minimization search path across the structure space landscape. The red box represents model 1. We searched the r1 space more thoroughly (as shown in Figure 4B ) by assigning different random seeds in order to generate different starting trajectories from r1 and investigate more r1 space (dashed yellow arrows). Vertically ranked similarity matrices calculated as one minus the pairwise RMSD of each structure when aligned, derived from either (C) random starting models or (D) from the single random starting model "r1" displayed in Figure 5 . The aligned structures are shown in Figure 4A /B, structure divergence dendrograms are displayed in Figure (A) The average distance between atoms in our working model ( Figure 5 ) and those in other simulated annealing structures from the same starting model (Table S4D ) after alignment in Pymol. The region 132-216 (PBS) has been removed for the alignments. This single stranded region is most likely very flexible; comparing the positions at a particular time is therefore meaningless and will artificially increase the overall mean variation. The artificially added 3' region has also been removed for alignment purposes as its position is unimportant for the understanding of the wild type structural elements. (I) SL2 (green) and SL3 (red) and the PBS region (blue) beyond PBS2 form a pocket orientated away from SL1 and the k-turns which is an attractive candidate for specific Gag binding. See also figure 6 . Table S1 . SHAPE reactivity values from probing of the HIV-1 5' untranslated region RNA. SHAPE reactivities were quantitated as in (Watts et al., 2009 ) and coloured by value; (red below 0.3, green above 0.7 and yellow in between these values). If the average reactivity is above 0.7 in the majority of repeats the average reactivity is recorded next to the position, else a null value of -999 is recorded. The efficiency of LNA annealing is evidenced by reverse transcription pausing at position 260. In the central region without SHAPE data published biochemical data from previous interrogations of the structure were used from Harrison and Lever (1992), Damgaard et al. (1998) , Paillart et al. (2004) and Watts et al. (2009) . The structure derived from these restraints is shown in Figure 3 . Table S2 . Calculation of weighted efficiencies from signal:noise ratio. Yellow highlighting indicates where the peak was deemed insignificantly small or at the same center position and so was removed. A is the left peak, B is the right peak. AW = after weighting. Area:height ratio was calculated for each weighted repeat and used as flexibility information to more accurately model the structure (highlighted in bold). The mean weighted FRET efficiency was used to calculate the monomer distance between the pair. The decision as to which peak represented the monomeric species was made based upon the shift in peak relative area on the addition of DIS LNA ( Figure S3 ). The final efficiencies, distances and tolerances are shown in Table 1 . Table S3 . Table of the difference between the modelled and measured distances for each fluorophore pair from starting models 0-9. The 'Random starting models' columns show the pseudo experimental FRET distances and how much they differ from experimental ones (Diff). The 'FRET distance constrained' columns are after simulated annealing constrained by the FRET measured distances. The 'Minimized' columns are from a minimization step which ensures the correct shape of helices. The Relaxed columns represent a rigorous room temperature anneal without FRET constraints. Due to the added complexity of modeling the PNA, the glycol linker and the fluorophore with the RNA, the distances used for modeling were between the C1'atoms of the nucleotide closest to the fluorophore. A description of randomized starting models is shown in Figure S4 and shown in Figure 4 . See also Tables  3 and 4 . 
Supplemental Experimental Procedures Anisotropy Measurements
Steady-state fluorescence spectra were measured on a Cary Eclipse Fluorometer, Varian Inc. The excitation and emission band-passes were set to 5 nm. 150 ml samples of labeled PNA on HIV RNA at 20 nM concentration were excited and emission spectra were collected. All spectra were corrected for instrument response. For Atto488 anisotropy, excitation was at 480 nm and emission spectra were collected at 525 nm; whereas for Atto647 anisotropy, the excitation wavelength was set to 635 nm and emission was collected at 670 nm. All measurements were performed at 21 o C.
The Förster distance of donor and acceptor pair is normally calculated using an orientation factor  2 with an average value of 2/3 for free rotating dyes. This is not appropriate for these experiments as neither dye has free rotation, most probably due to both the linker joining the dye to the PNA and due to some attraction between the dye and RNA. Atto647 had the least rotational freedom of the dyes used and so it was given a 0 o dipole orientation and the relative donor angle (Atto647) was calculated.
We then recalculated the Förster distance for this particular structure based on the emission anisotropy from the FRET measurements, which is a product of the limiting anisotropy ( Figure S2 ), the donor and acceptor axial depolarization factors d and the depolarization factor, P 2 (cos β da ), corresponding to the angle between the donor and acceptor symmetry axes (Ivanov and Mizuuchi, 2009) . The emission anisotrpy between fluorophores is EA, the angle from the donor-acceptor vector is θ, the orientation factor is  
